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MSQL: An SQL-based Relational Database Extension to Support Multimedia Data

Sha Guo¹, Wei Sun¹, Wei Li¹, Naphtali Rishe¹, Yi Deng¹, Qing Liu², Wei-Ping Zhang²

Abstract

In this paper, MSQL, an extension of SQL based on a conventional relational database system (RDBMS) and its hardware and software supporting platform, is proposed to support the modeling, presentation, representation, and manipulation of multimedia data. The focus of the study is placed on video and (possibly synchronized) audio data, because of their popular demand, many unique features and a great deal of resource consumption, although other types of data such as images, pictures, as well as ordinary structured texts are facilitated in an integral and uniform manner. Due to these unique features of multimedia data, a property-based multimedia data model is proposed so that multimedia data can be treated as high-level atomic objects in the extended RDBMS and can be manipulated/queried by using their static/active properties which capture the static/run-time behaviors of multimedia data. New multimedia data types and advanced multimedia data operations are provided, and real-time presentation and manipulation of video, audio, and image/graphics data are supported. Advantages of the proposed methodology by extending the SQL based on a RDBMS on a low-cost platform, in addition to those advantages possessed by the SQL and RDBMS, are its potentials of being widely and easily accepted. The hardware (an add-on card to a PC) and system software (MS Windows/DOS based) for the underlying mechanism to support high quality real time video and synchronized audio have been successfully completed, and we are currently in the prototyping stage of the MSQL system.

1 Introduction

Multimedia data have become increasingly popular and important in recent years due to advances in various hardware and software technologies such as faster CPU, wider communication bandwidth, bigger storage, audio/video capture/digitizing and playback devices with possible real-time compression and decompression, and standardization. Many multimedia products such as Intel’s DVI (digital video interactive) technology [3, 10], among many others, are beginning to emerge in the commercial market. In a multimedia system, information which was previously represented in analog form for video and audio is now available in digitized form. This provides the possibility that all information can be presented, processed, and manipulated by computers. Efficiently and effectively manipulating multimedia data in a multimedia information system is challenging computer scientists, database system designers in particular, for novel ways of representing, modeling, handling, transferring, and presenting multimedia data in a database management system (DBMS).

Multimedia objects are in various forms such as video, audio, graphics, images as well as ordinary structural text. Real-time manipulation of video and (possibly synchronized) audio data [13] poses the most critical problem to a database management system due to their unique requirements such as an extreme large bandwidth on I/O and communication channels, how they are modeled and represented, and how database operations can be formulated and processed. For example, how queries on video and audio data in an extended RDBMS can be specified, processed, and optimized remains unclear. In this paper, we will focus on a study to support real-time video and audio, the most critical and resource-consuming data, in extending a RDBMS and SQL on a popular inexpensive PC platform. The significance of the proposed strategy can be briefly summarized as:
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Video and audio data are supported in a uniform and integrated manner in the proposed and partially-prototyped MSQL system. Directly supporting high-quality real-time video and audio in a conventional relational database on an inexpensive platform has rarely been addressed.

By extending the SQL on a conventional relational database system, it is expected that the resulting system can be widely and easily accepted, because of SQL's popularity, simplicity, dominance, and standardization. Current SQL does not directly support multimedia applications. The proposed MSQL has the following novel features:

- a property-based multimedia data model;
- new multimedia data types PICTURE, VIDEO, VOICE and their subtypes;
- many advanced operations on multimedia data; and
- new semantics associated with standard SQL statements when multimedia data are involved;

A successfully-completed hardware and system software implementation of supporting high quality real time video and synchronized audio on a low-end PC platform running MS-Windows or DOS [12] has laid down a solid foundation for the proposed MSQL and for a full-scale multimedia DBMS in the future.

By having the system on an inexpensive and popular PC platform, the proposed system could be very affordable to the general public.

Since a multimedia system collects, manipulates and presents large volumes of data, a multimedia database management system is an essential component of the multimedia system. This study is a first and important step toward a comprehensive multimedia DBMS and multimedia information system. The proposed MSQL is in its prototyping stage now, while some fundamental supporting mechanism for video and audio in both hardware and software have been successfully implemented in a collaboration with the Milky Way Computer Corp.

The following example illustrates our motivations why a multimedia DBMS and MSQL is useful and important, and will be used through the rest of the paper.

**Example 1** Consider a software product of a Data Flow Diagram (DFD) editor, a component of CASE tools. In order to help a user effectively learn how to use the editor, a multimedia instruction system containing video, audio, screen-dumps etc. is intended to be provided in addition to the traditional documents and user manuals. In organizing such a multimedia instructional system using a RDBMS, certain problems may be encountered. For example, there may not exist the corresponding multimedia data types to help represent multimedia data. And even these multimedia data can be implicitly stored in the RDBMS, say by using bitstreams, queries can hardly posed against them. Consider the following table of VIDEODEMO and its populated instance of two video segments:

```
CREATE TABLE VIDEODEMO(
    Title CHARACTER (30) NOT NULL,
    Productno CHARACTER (10),
    Videoclip BIT VARYING);
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Productno</th>
<th>Videoclip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MenuFunction</td>
<td>DFD06</td>
<td><strong>BITSTREAM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overview</td>
<td>DFD06</td>
<td><strong>BITSTREAM</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given a simple query for all video:

```
SELECT Title, Videoclip FROM VIDEODEMO;
```
in addition to the problem how to represent the video data, presenting the video and its synchronized audio in real-time as the result of the answer to the query is not standard in a RDBMS: even if all video segments can be simultaneously presented in real-time on screen (in a table) like ordinary structural texts, it is not clear what is the right way to do this, because a simultaneous presentation of multimedia data such as their accompanying audio sometimes may not make sense at all.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, a multimedia data model and new multimedia data types are introduced which explicitly support the representation of multimedia data in a DBMS. In Section 3, the semantics of typical MSQL statements are presented and how they can be supported are briefly discussed. Section 4 introduces advanced expressions involving multimedia objects such as overlapping and concatenation operators, type conversions, etc. In Section 5, the fundamental supporting mechanism of multimedia data (for both hardware and system software) that have been developed on a low-end PC platform is described. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 6.

2 Multimedia Data Model and Data Types

Multimedia data involve images/graphics, audio and video data in addition to ordinary structural data.

An image consists of an array of pixels with a color or grey-scale depth for each pixel. For example, a 8-bit color depth represents at most 256 colors. The more the color bits are used, the bigger the image file. There are many file formats for storing images/graphics, such as Postscript file format [1], Portable Bit Map (PBM) format, Graphics Interchange Format (GIF) [7], JPEG File Interchange Format (JFIF) [5], etc.

A segment of video consists of (continuous) video frames and (optional and possibly synchronized) audio. The amount of a video clip is determined by the resolution (the width and height of the video frame, and color-depth), number of frames, audio, and the compression ratio used. The visual effect of a video clip during its playback is determined by its resolution and the playback rate (frames per second, or fps). NTSC TV video (a TV standard used in North America) is refreshed at 30 fps and we call video clips at this rate or higher the real-time video (otherwise animated video where jerky movements may be observed by human eyes). The amount of storage for real-time digital video are enormous. Therefore, real time video must be compressed because of the constraints placed by current hardware such as communication bandwidth, computing speed, and storage capacity. Motion-JPEG [5] and MPEG [8] are two popular standards for video compression. JPEG (Joint Photographic Expert Group) [17] refers to the international digital image compression standard for continuous-tone still images of both grey-scale and color. Briefly speaking, using Motion-JPEG, the compression is made by representing each frame of a video clip (an image) in the JPEG format, and video data can be compressed by up to 1:40 without visibly affecting video quality for playback. MPEG is the international digital video compression standard for video signal and its associated audio. Two variants of MPEG, MPEG-I and MPEG-II, are practically used. MPEG usually delivers a better quality of video playback for the same compression ratio of the Motion-JPEG, although it needs much more computation power in compression. Audio requires much less space and computation than video. Thus, audio demands significantly less system resources.

It is possible that a multimedia object can be stored as a bit string. However, it seems that it is beneficial to have distinct multimedia data types, since strong-typed data in a DBMS bring up the flexibility and capability of efficient and effective presentation and manipulation.

In MSQL, a multimedia object such as a segment of video or audio is treated as a high-level atomic object such that they can be queried/manipulated by SQL-like statements in MSQL. Clearly a multimedia object is not "atomic" by its nature. For example, information about the resolution is needed for a video object. In the proposed system, a multimedia object is an encapsulated complex object consisting of the "raw" data and meta-data. Meta-data is further divided into the static properties and active properties.
Static properties of a multimedia object: contain physical properties and signatures of the multimedia object:

Physical properties: physical properties are used to describe the physical information of a multimedia object. For example, for video data, its resolution, compression ratio, compression standard, etc., are typical physical features. Each multimedia data type has its own fixed pattern of physical properties.

Signatures: Signatures are in fact physical properties except that they contain abstractions of the multimedia object. An abstraction is likely obtained manually or semi-automatically, and is probably subjective. Because manual or semi-automatic abstraction may not be uniformly performed, there is no fixed pattern for the signatures. This mechanism thus facilitates easy expansion and customization. In our design, we use signature to represent certain interpretation of the multimedia object in order to support some operations on them. For example, in Example 1, the keywords {"Menu", "Functions", "Help", "DFD"} and {"Overview", "DFD", "High-Level"} are associated with the first and the second video clips as their signatures, respectively. Then a query like "Give me the video clips describing all menu choices and their functions" may be formulated and the first video clip will be retrieved as the result (a potential contend-based retrieval [4, 6, 14, 18]). We only provide a framework here, of course, more comprehensive and detailed studies need to be carried out.

Active properties of a multimedia object: Active properties capture the dynamic behaviors of a multimedia object, particularly how the multimedia object is presented. In our design, a presentation shell, an active property, is associated with each multimedia object which determines how the multimedia object will be presented. For example, for a video object, the shell will determine if to present it as an icon (in fact not physically presenting the video, and thus make it possible for "simultaneous" presentation) or fully present it with a VCR-like control panel that can be interactively controlled by a user, as shown in Figure 1. Different multimedia type may have different shell.

![Control Panel for Video Playback](image)

Figure 1: Control Panel for Video Playback

We note that all these properties are encapsulated in a "atomic" multimedia object. These concepts are basically borrowed and possibly "cloned" from an object programming paradigm. we elect to support the following atomic multimedia data types in MSQL:

**PICTURE** The PICTURE data type represents the bitmap of an image or two-dimensional shapes of graphics. Under the PICTURE type, there are different subtypes, which correspond to different formats of image/graphics. The following is an incomplete list of the picture subtypes to be supported.
The static properties of an image could include a pointer to the file that stores the picture, its format type, the image size (width x height), the color depth used, a signature which is a set of polygons representing the skeleton of the image, etc. The active properties of the image could include presentation shell of a picture.

The PICTURE is a generic data type which can be used to represent any format of images/graphics. For an attribute of a subtype of PICTURE known by MSQL, its active properties could be pre-defined and triggered. For example, if the picture is in PS format, the presentation shell can automatically recognize it is in PS by examining the first a few lines of the "raw picture data", and thus properly present the picture.

VIDEO The VIDEO data type represents video frames with (optional) audio sequences. The following is a partial list of VIDEO's subtypes supported in MSQL.

- MJPEG: video clips of the Motion-JPEG standard format with audio sequences;
- MPEG-I: video clips of the MPEG-I standard format with audio sequences;
- MPEG-II: video clips of the MPEG-II standard format with audio sequences;
- AVI: represents video clips of the Microsoft AVI format;

The static properties of a video attribute could include file pointers which indicate the three files that store the video frames, the synchronized audio, and the synchronization information, respectively, the video format, the frame size (width x height), the color depth, the number of frames, a signature which consists of a set of keywords for the video clip, etc. The presentation shell of a video clip is a VCR-like control panel that supports interactive manipulation by a user as shown in Figure 1.

Similar to the picture type, the VIDEO is a generic data type which can be used to represent any format of video clips.

VOICE This data type is used to represent audio sequences. The property structure of a VOICE attribute may include the audio lengths in bytes and seconds, respectively, a pointer pointing to the content file, a volume and speed control presentation shell, etc.

3 SQL Statements on Multimedia Objects

In this section, we extend SQL to facilitate multimedia data. MSQL, like SQL, achieves the dual requirements of DDL (Data Definition Language) and DML (Data Manipulation Language). Due to space limit, we will only elaborate on important and frequently used statements.

3.1 Data Description in MSQL

Like SQL, MSQL tables are created through the CREATE TABLE statement, and all MSQL data manipulation statements must operate on tables that have been created. Additional new types have been introduced in MSQL. In our sample database application, two tables that deal with screen-dumps (images/graphics) and video demos (video clips) are created.

```
CREATE TABLE SCREENDUMP(
    Title CHARACTER (30) NOT NULL,
    Productno CHARACTER (10),
    Image PICTURE);
```
CREATE TABLE VIDEODEMO(
  Title CHAR(30) NOT NULL,
  Productno CHAR(10),
  Videoclip MJPEG);

The following is the sample data of the table SCREENDUMP. The three images describe the three basic components of a DFD, flow, source, and process. The sample data of the table VIDEODEMO is in Example 1 with each **BITSTREAM** replaced by a **MJPEG PROPERTY**.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>DFD06</td>
<td><strong>PICTURE PROPERTY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>DFD06</td>
<td><strong>PICTURE PROPERTY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>DFD06</td>
<td><strong>PICTURE PROPERTY</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Basic Data Manipulation in MSQL

In MSQL, operations on multimedia data are by their properties. In this section, we show the basic manipulations on multimedia data by examining the typical SELECT-FROM-WHERE statements.

An attribute in a SELECT-clause will cause the data under that attribute to be presented in the answer table. However, the presentation of multimedia data can be exclusive or non-exclusive. Audio data must be presented in an exclusive manner, namely, it does not make sense that multiple audio tracks are played simultaneously (unless multiple audio tracks are to be synthesized, which will be support in MSQL as a special operation in multimedia expressions to be discussed in Section 4, but this is not the general semantics of "displaying" the (audio) data). Video and synchronized audio are also exclusive, but video without synchronized audio or with its synchronized audio suppressed may be exclusive or non-exclusive. Hardware may also pose constraints on video to be presented in only exclusive manner (for example, only one video play window of the specified size can be supported by the hardware).

Consider that an attribute of the VIDEO type is in the SELECT-clause of an MSQL query. One way of presenting the video objects in the resulting table is to display one tuple each time, and the video value in the tuple is played in normal size in a display window. When the next tuple is specified, the video in the display window is replaced by that in the newly-selected tuple.

Example 2 Consider the query

```sql
SELECT Title, Videoclip->NORMAL
FROM VIDEODEMO;
```

The presentation of the video clips in the resulting table is exclusive, which is specified by the presentation property NORMAL of video attributes. A VCR-like panel is also provided to allow users to control the playback of the current video, see Figure 1.

In statements of MSQL, a property of a multimedia data is represented as "DATA → PROPERTY", as the example of "Videoclip → NORMAL" shown in the above query.

Another method to present VIDEO values is to display each video as a small icon so that multiple video (icons) can be presented at once. Icons can be triggered by users to be played in full size with the presentation shell in a random manner. The presentation shell may also intelligently determines the best way to present video data (for example, when only one qualified video object is retrieved, the full motion video play as the retrieval result will be used).

Example 3 Consider the query

```sql
SELECT Title, Videoclip->ICONS
FROM VIDEODEMO;
```
and the resulting table
The values of the column Videoclip appear as small icons in the corresponding fields of the resulting table which act as monitors (slow playback in icon size). A click on an icon will trigger its full size real-time playback.

4 Advanced Multimedia Expressions and Operations

In this section, we first show how to manipulate multimedia data by their static properties in multimedia expressions of MSQL. Then, the CAST expression of data format conversion is discussed. At last, we will provide two advanced operations for multimedia data, overlapping and concatenation.

4.1 Querying Multimedia Data by Their Static Properties

Static properties of multimedia data can be queried in MSQL. Again, due to space limit, we only use simplified self-explainable examples to illustrate the idea.

Example 4 The following query is for the size of the images in the column Image of SCREENDUMP:

\[
\text{SELECT Title, Image-SIZE FROM SCREENDUMP;}
\]

The resulting table is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Image SIZE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'Flow'</td>
<td>640X480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Source'</td>
<td>320X240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Process'</td>
<td>640X480</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second example computes the total length in seconds of all the video clips stored in the column Videoclip of VIDEODEMO as in the following statement:

\[
\text{SELECT SUM(Videoclip-SECONDS) FROM VIDEODEMO;}
\]

The statement results in 653 seconds in total.

4.2 CAST Expression

In SQL, CAST expression is provided to explicitly convert a numeric value to any other numeric data type, or any character string type, if it makes sense. This requirement of data conversions also exists for multimedia data types. For example, it is often required for a GIF image to be converted to a JFIF image to reduce space or for compatibility reason, or a MJPEG video clip converted to AVI format so that the video can be played in a system which supports only AVI format video data.

The syntax for CAST is as:
CAST (value-expression AS data-type SPEC seconds)

The value-expression computes a value to be converted, data-type specifies the data type of the conversion result. The SPEC is used to specify the length in seconds of the video clip converted from an image.

Example 5 The following statement is a query of the video clips in VIDEO DEMO which are returned as AVI format video data.

```
SELECT Title, CAST(Videoclip AS ALL AS AVI) AS ICONS
FROM VIDEO DEMO
```

ALL indicates all of the properties of the MJPEG video values. In the resulting table, the MJPEG properties are converted to AVI properties.

The following is the rules of CAST expression in MSQL:

- Values of the PICTURE types, namely, PICTURE and all its subtypes, can be converted to any other PICTURE types;
- Values of the VIDEO types, namely, VIDEO and all its subtypes, can be converted to any other VIDEO types;
- ASCII text strings can be converted to audio sequences of the VOICE type.

4.3 Overlapping and Concatenation

In this subsection we will discuss the overlapping ("&") and concatenation ("+"") operations which are applied to multimedia objects. Both operations are binary operations. However, they are overloaded or polymorphic operators. These two operators are dealing with multimedia data on the time dimension—a unique feature of multimedia data.

Concatenation ("source1 + source2"): where source1 and source2 are two multimedia data objects.

The concatenating different types of multimedia data has different semantics, since "+" is an overloaded operator, as explained in the follows.

- "voice1 + voice2": voice1 and voice2 are audio data of the VOICE type. This operation results in a new audio with voice2 concatenated to (the end of) voice1. The length of the resulting audio data is the sum of that of voice1 and voice2.
- "video1 + video2": video1 and video2 are two video clips of the VIDEO types. This operation will append video2 to video1. The number of frames of the result is the sum of that of video1 and video2. Audio data associated in video clips are also concatenated in the same process of "voice1 + voice2". Some parameter may be set to allow the concatenation of video with different resolutions.
- "picture1 + picture2": picture1 and picture2 are images of the PICTURE types. The result of the operation is a new image of the same type with that of picture1. There are many ways to put two images into a single one. For example, the new image is formed by putting two source images side by side, see Figure 2. Suppose that the sizes of picture1 and picture2 are width1 x height1 and width2 x height2, respectively, then the new image is of the size (width1 + width2) x min(height1, height2). Other placements are also supported (via various parameter settings), and we do not exhaustive list them here.

Overlapping Operation:

Overlapping allows a larger degree of polymorphism than concatenation:
Figure 2: Concatenation Operation: “picture1 + picture2”

- “voice1 & voice2”: voice1 and voice2 are mixed together as a single audio sequence, where voice1 and voice2 are two audio data of the VOICE type. An example is to synthesize both channels of a stereo sound into one channel.

- “video1 & video2”: video1 and video2 are superimposed to form a single video clip. More precisely, each of the resulting video frames consists of both frames from video1 and video2 at the same time. Both accompanying audio sequences are also overlapped into a single sequence, as in the process of “voice1 & voice2”.

- “image & voice”: This operation will transform an image and an audio segment into a video clip (each frame consists of the image) and the synchronized audio. The number of frames is decided by the playback length of the given audio data. For example, if the playback of the given audio will last 10 seconds in normal speed, then the number of frames is 300 if 30 fps playback is used.

- “video & voice”: A video clip is synchronized with the given audio data. If the given video clip has already had a synchronized audio, then the original audio is replaced by the given audio data.

- “voice & text”: The text is converted to an audio sequence and mixed with the voice as the result. This basically adapts the sound synthesizing devices.

5 Supporting Real-Time Manipulation

In this section, we briefly describe the functional interface to support the real-time manipulation of multimedia objects. The hardware interface is the JMC550 image/audio/video real-time capture/playback devices (with compression and decompression) we developed on an IBM or compatible PC 386 or above platform running MS Window or DOS, and the software interface consists of Window and DOS based interactive utility programs and function libraries (dynamic linking library for Window, and static library for DOS).

As we know that video and audio are the two essential components of a multimedia computer system. Compared to audio data, video is significantly more difficult to handle than audio due to its high bandwidth requirement and complicated compression/decompression technique, particularly in a real time setting. For example, for NTSC video (30 frames per second with a frame resolution of 768x576 pixels by the true color 24 bits), a sustainable transmission rate of 31 Mbits/s is needed. Clearly, the direct use of digital video of TV-quality without a compression is not feasible on most of current computers. We choose to use JPEG standard, the first international digital image compression standard jointly adopted by CCITT and ISO. Currently, JPEG has been widely used in various applications. Its primary goal is to support both still and motion pictures.
5.1 The Hardware Design of the JMC550 Board

The high-level block diagram is illustrated in Figure 3.

The board contains a JPEG compression processor (C-Cube CL-550 chip), and a visual windowing controller (Chips and Technologies' PC Video chip). The compression processor is capable of compressing/decompressing the real-time video signals after the analog video signals are digitized (30 fps for NTSC and 25 fps for PAL). During a compression and decompression, the visual windowing controller takes care of window resizing, repositioning, clipping and buffering, creation and deletion of windows, and color indexing. When the analog video signal is supplied to the digitizer from a video source such as a video camera or VCR/laserdisk player, it is converted into a 8-bit YUV 4:2:2 signal, followed by a transformation into a 16 bit RGB signal by the luminance space transformation. The windowing controller then scales, clips and positions the RGB signal and stores them in the frame buffer, where it is mixed with the digital signal from the VGA adaptor (which is converted into 16 bit RGB signal via a color look up table [clut], and which is obtained from the feature connector of a VGA adaptor card). Finally, the mixed up signal is sent out to the monitor after the digital/analog conversion to be displayed on a SVGA/VGA monitor. During the compression and digitizing (store the video in a file), the 16 bit RGB video signal is sent to the ISA/EISA bus via the 16-bit video DMA. The decompression just reverses the above procedure.

Analog audio signal is separately converted into 8 bit digital signal by a 22KHz sampling, and stored in the disk via the audio DMA. During playback, the digital signal is converted back into analog signal and outputed to a speaker.

Audio and video files are separate, and there is a third file for their synchronization. Marks are placed in audio file and relevant information is kept in the synchronization file to indicate at which frame the audio should be played. After a video frame has been decompressed, audio will be compared with the video frame. If the audio lags behind the video, the frame will hold for one more frame. If the video lags behind the audio, the one frame will be skipped. The separation of audio and video makes it possible to support multilingual feature by just attaching different audio file to the same video file. Many other systems do not support the synchronization of video and audio, and mix both video and audio in the same digitized file. We have successfully written a few multilingual multimedia applications.

In summary, the JMC550 is a real time video compression (for digital capturing and recording) and decompression (for playback) card. It also supports synchronized audio. It accepts PAL or NTSC TV signals and in real time digitizes and compresses the video into a hard disk file at a rate of 30 fps for NTSC or 25 fps for PAL at a frame resolution of 320x240.
and 16 color bits. It can also perform a real time playback in computer VGA/Super-VGA display with scalable size window up to the full screen. The video compression ratio varies from 12 to 400 times. The sustainable transfer rate is typically 200-400 KB/sec which makes a low-end personal computer with normal ISA-bus and IDE hard drive possible to serve as a real time high quality video/audio workstation.

5.2 The Function Libraries

JMC550 software has two different versions: MS-DOS (version 5 or 6) and MS-Windows 3.x. Each version of the software has two parts: the interactive utility program for interactive manipulation of video and audio and control of the card, and function library. The function library is static under DOS, but dynamic under Window (DLL), which is used to control the operation of JMC550. In Figure 4, the structure of a typical MS-Windows applications is shown.

![Figure 4: The Structure of MS-Windows Applications](image)

The function library, consisting of a set of C subroutines (Microsoft C/C++ or Borland C/C++) provides the following functions:

1. recording, digitizing, and compressing video;
2. monitoring the video (a window becomes a monitor);
3. decompressing and playing back the video in a window or up to a full VGA display. VCR-like control functions are provided such as recording, pausing, playing, fast forward playing, backward playing, fast backward playing, rewinding, and playing starting at any frame;
4. freezing the video and saving/loading a frame in different formats such as TIFF, Targa, PCX, and DIB.
5. setting system parameters such as the input video mode (NTSC vs PAL), color (contrasts, brightness, and hue), audio on/off, etc.

The library is provided as the static linking library (for MS DOS) and dynamic linking library (for MS Window). A prototype of the proposed MSQL is under development by using the dynamic linking library using two popular PC RDBMSs Paradox for Window and Microsoft Access.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, SQL and a RDBMS is extended to support multimedia data. Many problems have been identified and novel features have been introduced. We have successfully completed the implementation of the underlying supporting hardware and software systems on a low-end PC, and the proposed MSQL is currently under prototyping. Although our study may still be rudimentary and incomplete at this stage, but we believe the proposed system is a first and important step of the practical development of a multimedia database management system and multimedia information system.
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